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system, on the other hand, is probably the most space efficient and undisruptive system for readers, an issue which is of critical importance in complicated manuscripts containing biomedical data, formulas and so on, in the text. The very nature of occupational medicine, with its industry links, financial support, consulting practices and industry-funded research makes certain conflicts of interest an inevitable possibility. By 1997, uniform requirements had recommended that all authors include such a statement with their submission and that editors should decide which of these the journal actually publishes [5] .
For the reasons outlined above, we hereby urge the editors of all occupational medicine periodicals to seriously consider adopting a double-blind peer review process and to include in their 'Instructions for Authors' a clear statement of which peer review system is being used. The Vancouver referencing system should be uniformly employed for all manuscripts, and a conflict of interest statement should also be published at the end of every paper. We, the authors, anticipate that the adoption of such measures will lead to greater consistency and global standardization of journals in our field.
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